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Sewing basic patterns

Buying a used sewing machine can be a money-saver compared to buying a new one, but consider making sure it doesn’t need a lot of repair work before you buy. Repair costs can eat up your savings if a used sewing machine won’t stitch properly.Machines for Different Types of SewingThe type of sewing you plan to do affects the type of used sewing
machine that’s going to perform best for you. If you’re new to sewing and want a machine to learn on, look at older machines made of metal with metal inner workings, such as older Singer sewing machines. Metal sewing machines typically stand up better to the kind of abuse a new sewing artist dishes out. If you plan to do advanced sewing or
designer-level garment making, newer machines typically perform more functions, but they’re made of plastic and have plastic inner workings that break easily.Consider Saying No to RustA sewing machine is a precision household tool. What appears to only be a small amount of rust can be enough to do a lot of damage to a used sewing machine.
Corrosion can even cause a sewing machine to completely seize up. Unless you’re looking at a valuable vintage machine, consider passing on the purchase if you see rust on the machine. If you do buy a machine that has some rust, coat the rusty area with stainless oil and let it soak in before trying to use the machine to avoid damaging it by forcing it
to run while covered in rust.Turn the Balance WheelThe balance wheel is the knob on the sewing machine head that spins when the machine is working. To initially inspect the machine, you don’t want it to spin fast. Unthread the needle. Turn the balance wheel toward the front of the machine, moving it slowly by hand. This lets you see if the needle
goes up and down properly. It should turn smoothly and shouldn’t catch. Raise the presser foot lever and watch under the presser foot to make sure the feed dogs are moving properly. Finally, open the cover over the bobbin and watch to see if the case around the bobbin is turning.Extra Features to ConsiderWhile older metal models typically make
one or two different stitches, a straight stitch and a zigzag stitch, newer plastic sewing machines may make numerous different types of stitches, such as embroidery designs and stretch stitches. Newer machines that make a variety of stitch styles provide designing potential, but it’s at the cost of a machine that doesn’t last as long.Inspect it for
Missing Parts and ScrewsIt can be hard to find parts for used sewing machines, especially older ones, and everything has to fit together perfectly for a machine to function properly. Look over the machine you’re considering carefully to see if all the parts are on it. Check for empty screw holes, and check in the bobbin case to make sure it’s all there.
If you aren’t sure how a bobbin case should look, bring up a picture of a sewing machine bobbin case online before you buy a used machine so you’ll know if it looks right. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Creative quilts make excellent heirlooms, gifts and covers for your bed. Finding the fun and creative quilt patterns that you crave is a
breeze when you follow this simple guide. Get creative with your quilts and discover fun patterns right here.Check Out Awesome Quilt Pattern WebsitesBefore you begin a search for your favorite fun and creative quilt patterns, check out a quilt measurements chart to determine how big you want to go with your project. A baby quilt sizes chart can be
found online at places like My Blue Print and Suzy Quilts or check out downloadable quilt size charts on applications like Pinterest. Browse through Quilt in a Day for quilting and fabric discussions along with size charts, patterns and cute projects from the quilting community.Search the Local Quilt StoresMany towns and cities have stores dedicated
to hobbies like quilting or scrapbooking. Check out your local quilt store for a quilt measurements chart or to find barn quilt patterns and colors. Many of these stores offer completed quilts for sale along with quilting supplies like fabrics, thread, sewing kits and instructions. Your local quilting shop might also offer quilting classes that help you create
quilts easy to make as gifts or keepsakes.Check Out Online Auction and Interest SitesPlaces like Pinterest and eBay online offer a huge selection of Missouri quilt tutorials along with patterns, patchwork quilts designs and even a chart for quilt sizes. Browse Pinterest for your favorite fun and creative quilt projects or find the Quilts of Valor
requirements right online. These quilts are offered to veterans as a thank you for their service, and are also found completed or in kits on auction sites like eBay. Use Pinterest to check out other quilters and their favorite projects.Wander the Quilting Internet WebsitesWebsites dedicated entirely to quilting and sewing hobbies are found all over the
Internet. Check out All People Quilt for fun patterns and ideas or browse Annies Catalog for quilting ideas. Websites that are dedicated to quilters offer styles that include patchwork quilt designs and barn quilt patterns and colors. Order your quilting supplies online and have them shipped right to your door.Watch YouTube’s Quilting VideosAnother
great location for finding those fun quilting patterns and learning more about the hobby is YouTube. This web service offers tutorial videos, entertaining commentary and even quilting contests for anyone who enjoys the hobby. Check out the Missouri Star quilt tutorial right on YouTube provided by Missouri Quilt Co tutorials. These videos are created
by the quilting company and the store provides all of the resources that you need to get started quilting today. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Lets Get Sewing! Choose from our best selling Easy to Sew Pattern range with straightforward designs perfect for beginners Sold Out Sold Out Sold Out When it comes to finding sites that offer
free knitting patterns, the internet is loaded of them. Whether you’re new to knitting or you’ve been knitting for years, sites are uploading new patterns every single day. Check out below for a lift to start you off.Create Your Masterpiece at Loveknitting.comLoveknitting.com is one of the most popular sites for free knitting patterns on the web. It’s the
perfect place to sit and browse all of the amazing patterns that are available, from sweaters to scarves to booties for your dog. There are patterns available for every skill level and types of projects. The site lets you know what type of yarn you should use for each pattern as well as the perfect-sized needles.Check Out Yarn Company WebsitesYarn
companies are in the business of selling yarn. It makes sense that they would also host a number of free patterns on their sites. If you go to any of your favorite yarn company websites, they’ll either have free patterns on them, or they’ll offer links to other free pattern sites. Many of the patterns that they have on their sites are created by their own inhouse designers, so if you have an issue, they’re able to respond to questions quickly. It’s a terrific place to start.Reddit Has a Great Knitting Community That SharesReddit is more than just a site for immature guys to share silly jokes. It has an amazing number of subreddits for people who have shared interests. r/knitting is an extremely popular
subreddit that has a friendly vibe and members who love to share. If you sit on the sub for a day, you’ll find lots of free patterns being shared back and forth.Check Out Top Knitting BlogsKnitting blogs occupy an extremely popular niche on the net. Communities have built up around people who love nothing more than to share their latest creations
and help other people hone and craft their skills. Knitting blogs are an excellent place to get free patterns, great advice and wonderful camaraderie.Hang Out on RavelryRavelry is a huge social networking site for people doing everything from crocheting to spinning to knitting. The site is completely free, but you are going to need to create an account
to access its content. You can find just about anything on the site from patterns that were created by newbies to patterns from yarn companies. You’ll be able to look at each free pattern that’s available and find out how many people have downloaded and voted on it. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Hello everyone! You would like to start
sewing clothes but buying and using sewing patterns is daunting? It is absolutely normal… Read these 5 tips to understand how sewing patterns work. When I started sewing, after a first attempt to use a sewing pattern (which I didn’t understand at all), I decided to sew a few garments without pattern because I thought I would be better off without.
Basically I cut garment pieces directly onto fabric. Honestly the clothes I ended up with were not so bad, but what a pain and a waste of time…and then I took a sewing course and understood a few basics that I was missing before: it was as if a whole new world had opened up for me. So I’m sharing these few game changer tips with you today. 1.
What is a sewing pattern and why do I need this? To start with, a sewing pattern is a guide to sew a garment shape at a desired size. It includes a set of flat pieces drawn on paper helping to cut fabric and thus sew a garment. In general, it includes sewing instructions to assemble these pieces together in the right order and following a certain
methodology. For instance, the sewing pattern of a simple t-shirt includes 4 pieces: the front, the back, the sleeve and the neck band. It explains that you need to cut 1 front piece on the fold of the fabric, 1 back piece on the fold of the fabric, 2 sleeve pieces and one collar band. Finally it tells you the steps to go through to sew these pieces together.
Sewing pattern pieces of a t-shirt Sewing patterns are in several sizes, so the pattern pieces are shown in the available sizes on paper. Generally, sizes are drawn by lines of different styles in a nested way, so that you can cut the size you need easily. Sizing lines on a sewing pattern 2. The sewing pattern types you can buy Nowadays, we can find 2
main formats of patterns for sale: Paper patterns: this is the traditional type. The pattern is printed on a large piece of paper and the instructions are printed too. Generally, the biggest brands offer the patterns on silk paper (very expensive to print) and younger / independant brands offer the patterns on heavier paper, close to the one we find in our
home printers. Paper sewing patterns Digital / PDF patterns: there are more and more patterns available in PDF format. When you buy a pattern in PDF format, you can either print it at home on A4/US letter sheets of paper or at a copy shop on A0 sheets. If you print at home, you need to assemble the pages with magic tape which is ok when there
are not too many pages, but can be a pain if there are more than 40 pages (in my opinion)…For digital patterns, instructions are also in PDF, and you don’t necessarily have to print them, you can follow them on your device. PDF patterns, stored in ring binders 3. What are seam allowances? Sewing patterns can include seam allowances or not. They
are essential to sew a garment. They are edges added to the garment pieces, often 1cm or 1.5cm, allowing to sew the pieces together at this distance to achieve the correct size. Seam allowances in red When sewing the pieces together, you only have to follow the guide on your sewing machine. Machine seam allowance guides are on the right of the
needle. Once the garment is sewn, most seam allowances are inside the garment (unless they are used as decorative elements). In any case, without seam allowances, a garment cannot be sewn. Seam viewed from outside the garment Seam viewed from inside, with seam allowances in red Sewing patterns tells you if seam allowances are included or
not: If they are included, then no problem, you can use the pattern as such to cut the fabric. Seam allowances are not shown on the pattern, they are included in what is drawn. If on the contrary they are not included, you will have to trace the pattern pieces on a separate paper and add the seam allowances yourself, or you will have to add them by
tracing them directly on the fabric around the pattern. Personally I don’t like patterns where seam allowances are not included, it feels like an unfinished product and it is prone to errors. 4. How to cut a sewing pattern? There are a few schools regarding how to cut a pattern: If you are too impatient like me, you can cut the pattern pieces directly on
the paper. If you would prefer to preserve the original pattern, you will prefer to trace the pattern on another piece of paper and cut the pattern on there. In a few cases, it is not possible to cut the pattern directly in the original pattern, and you have to trace it on another paper first: When the seam allowances are not included, as mentioned in the
previous chapter. When the pattern pieces overlap or when they are printed on both sides of the paper. It is often the case in books and magazines for paper saving purpose. Pattern pieces overlapping Once you know how to cut, you take your scissors and cut all the necessary pattern pieces. 5. How to cut fabric from a sewing pattern? A sewing
pattern indicates how to cut the fabric and what to cut in the fabric, thanks to fabric layouts. For the best results, just follow the layouts. Cutting layout In most cases, and when the garment is symmetrical, you will have to fold the fabric lengthwise and right sides together, putting the selvedges (edges of the fabric) together, in order to cut the fabric
on 2 layers. Folded fabric with pattern pieces on top There are exceptions though: Some pieces require to be cut once; Some pieces have to be cut on the bias; When the fabric is very thin or unstable or both (the worst), it’s better to cut on one layer; In order to save fabric or if you want to make fabric print matching, you can decide to cut some
pieces on one layer (this is something I do a lot!). Once we know how the pattern pieces have to be laid out on the fabric, they have to be pinned onto the fabric and fabric can be cut all around them. So, what are you waiting for to use some sewing patterns? Do you have any questions about sewing patterns? Don’t hesitate to leave a comment below!
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